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SABCA SA

BELGIUM

Design, development, manufacturing and support of: 
- Major metallic and composite structures for aircraft 
(Airbus, Dassault, Gulfstream, etc…) and space launchers 
(Ariane, Vega)
- Advanced flight control systems for aircraft and space 
launchers (EHA, EMA, DDV,…)

Long bed 5-axes high speed machining. Precision 
machining. Surface treatments.
Large automatic composite tape layers. Composite hot 
forming. Very large autoclaves.

Final assembly, major overhaul and upgrading, flight tests 
of military aircraft and helicopters. Integration, repair, 
calibration and testing of electronics, hydraulics, weapon 
systems and airborne equipment.

TECHSPACE AERO

BELGIUM

A Safran group company, Techspace Aero designs, 
develops and produces modules, equipment and test 
benches for aeronautical and space engines

ARSENAL 2000 JSCO

BULGARIA

Design, manufacturing, engineering and trade in military 
and civilian products

ONTARIO MEDT, INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
CENTRE

CANADA

Delegation of Ontario companies (Delegation of 5 
companies)

AMBASSADE DE LA REPUBLIQUE TCHÈQUE

CZECH REPUBLIC

Czech Republic Embassy

CZECHTRADE

CZECH REPUBLIC

National Trade Promotion Agency of the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade of the Czech republic (Delegation of 5 
companies)

2ADI

FRANCE

Aquitaine region industrial development agency

ABEILLON

FRANCE

ABEILLON design and manufacture standardized and 
customized products, which fall under the following two 
categories:

UHF-VHF ANTENNAS FOR RADIOCOMMUNICATION:
- whip antenna
- tape - manpack antenna.

 GOOSENECKS AND BOOMS:
- flexible support - adaptor - assembly for antennas
- medical flexible support and accessories for ergo.and 
health care
- microphone boom for headsets, helmelts and conference 
rooms
- gooseneck for lighting and LED - halogen - fiber optic 
lamps
- gooseneck for cooling machine-tools.

ACMAT

FRANCE

Armoured vehicles manufacturer

ACTEL - MICROSEMI SOC

FRANCE

Leader in programmable sense and control mixed signal 
SoCs for markets where reliability, security and power 
matter

AD INDUSTRIE

FRANCE

Mechanical engineering & hydraulics

AÉRIADES - POLE AEROSPATIAL LORRAIN

FRANCE

Lorraine Region Aerospace & Defense Cluster
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AEROSPACE VALLEY

FRANCE

World Competitiveness Cluster in Aeronautics, Space and 
Embedded Systems of Midy Pyrenees & Aquitaine regions 
in France.

AIR ET COSMOS

FRANCE

Media

AIRBORN FRANCE

FRANCE

ULM manufacturer

AIRBUS OPERATIONS SAS

FRANCE

Aircrafts Manufacturer

ALPES INSTRUMENTS

FRANCE

Design, Engineering and Manufacturing of electronical and 
mechanical equipments on demand.

ALTEP GROUPE INGELIANCE

FRANCE

Mechanical and electrical study/design structural analysis / 
dynamic calculation / stress / technical documentation / 
Industrialisation /

AQUITAINE ELECTRONIQUE

FRANCE

Electronic equipment, implementation of industrial 
processes, development of equipment and tools, electric 
harnesses, test benches

ASSISTANCE AERONAUTIQUE ET AEROSPATIALE

FRANCE

Aeronautics sub assembly

ASSYSTEM

FRANCE

Design and development of aerostructures
Systems and systems integration
Car Entertainment
Test and Validation
certification
Risk management
Supply Chain
Tooling

ATELIER INDUSTRIEL AERONAUTIQUE DE BORDEAUX

FRANCE

Maintenance of military aircraft engines (jet engines, 
turbomachines and equipment).

AXON'CABLE SAS

FRANCE

AXON CABLE S.A.S is a provider of custom designed 
interconnect solutions including wires, round or flat cables, 
composite cables, coaxial cables, assemblies ...

BAUMIER SA

FRANCE

Manufacturing of welded parts and structures, aluminium, 
aluminium work, sheet metalwork

BLUE FIELD

FRANCE

Consulting

BODYCOTE

FRANCE

Bodycote Western Europe is your partner in heat treatment, 
thermochemical treatment, PVD or sprayed coatings, hot 
isostatic pressing, surface treatments.

BONNANS

FRANCE

Surface treatment, non destructive inspection, painting, 
chemical milling on all materials, repair, hot and 
superplastic forming of titanium, assembly and hydraulic

BORDEAUX TECHNOWEST

FRANCE

Technopôle, incubator aeronautics space defence, transfer 
of brevets (SPS, EADS, CNES) and technologies, 
technological Park drone, afety and security, cyber war, 
composite materials, virtual reality, georeferencing 
(gnss/galileo), service in aviation

BUREAU VERITAS LABORATOIRES

FRANCE

Certification

CABINES SARRAZIN

FRANCE

Manufacturer of protective cabins
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CAROMAR

FRANCE

Machining of precision, sheet metal work, assembling, 
spare centre management, all type of welding, tooling, 
principally in aeronautics and defence.

CENTRALP AUTOMATISMES

FRANCE

European leader in electronics and embedded software

CENTRE D'ACHEVEMENT ET D'ESSAIS DES 
PROPULSEURS ET ENGINS

FRANCE

Ground tests of solid propellant missiles and rockets

CREUZET AERONAUTIQUE

FRANCE

Metal working

CYALUME

FRANCE

Light technology serving a variety of tactical, supply, and 
safe egress missions with proven reliability and 
effectiveness.

DASSAULT AVIATION

FRANCE

Business and fighter jets

DAVEY BICKFORD DEFENSE, AEROSPACE & 
SECURITY SYSTEMS DIVISION

FRANCE

Pyrotechnics

DCNS ARMES SOUS-MARINES

FRANCE

Designs, builds and supports submarines and surface 
combatants as well as associated systems and 
infrastructures.

DCNS BREST

FRANCE

Designs, builds and supports submarines and surface 
combatants as well as associated systems and 
infrastructures.

DCNS LORIENT

FRANCE

Designs, builds and supports submarines and surface 
combatants as well as associated systems and 
infrastructures.

DGA ESSAIS EN VOL - SITE DE CAZAUX - SCAT

FRANCE

Test

DGA TECHNIQUES AERONAUTIQUES

FRANCE

Conducting certification tests for aircraft equipment

DIAMOUTILS SAS

FRANCE

Conception development in super abrasive diamond and 
cbn tools

DIRECTION GENERALE DE L'ARMEMENT

FRANCE

The DGA has three missions: to equip the armed forces 
prepare for the future defense systems and to promote 
arms exports.

DSPACE

FRANCE

dspace is a leading producer of engineering tools for 
developing & testing mechatronic control systems

DUQUEINE GROUP

FRANCE

Duqueine group is specialized in design & manufacture of 
composite parts and sub assembly

EADS ASTRIUM SPACE TRANSPORTATION

FRANCE

The European prime contractor for civil and military space 
transportation and manned space activities. It designs, 
develops and produces Ariane launchers and ballistic 
missiles for France’s nuclear deterrent force, is industrial 
prime contractor for the Columbus laboratory and the ATV 
cargo vessel operating for the International Space Station, 
and is a specialist in atmospheric re-entry vehicles, 
propulsion systems and space equipment.

ECM

FRANCE

ECM is a high technology engineering and consulting firm
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EDEN - EUROPEAN DEFENSE ECONOMIC NETWORK

FRANCE

French defence cluster

ESPACE SA

FRANCE

Sheet metal and mechanical elementary parts for the 
Aerospace industry.

EUROSATORY 2012 - COGES

FRANCE

Eurosatory 2012 organizer, the world premier Land Security 
and Defence exhibition

FUJINON

FRANCE

Our lens grinding, electron beam coating, aspherical glass 
lens fabrication and other capabilities make us one of the 
world leaders in optical technology and production scale 
that allow us to meet the diverse needs of our customers.

GAIA CONVERTER

FRANCE

Manufacturer of DC/DC modules for defence industry

HARTING FRANCE

FRANCE

HARTING develops, manufactures and markets:
- Industrial connectors
- connectors for electronic and industrial sensors
- connecting devices and cable systems
- backplanes equipped to meet your needs
- systems and equipment for Ethernet
- protective cases for all types of industrial environments

HUTCHINSON

FRANCE

Antivibration - control & display systems - fluid transfer - 
sealing systems- sealants & coatings

INDRAERO SIREN SAS

FRANCE

Systems design, industrialisation, production and complete 
aeronautical integrations (structure, equipment and aircraft 
interior fitting).

INEO DEFENSE

FRANCE

INEO DEFENSE is positioned in the market for Information 
Systems and Communication, intelligence and electronic 
warfare, surveillance, detection and warning in the areas of 
Defence and Security

INNOVALIS AQUITAINE

FRANCE

National innovation agency

INTESPACE

FRANCE

Test center - Test facilities engineering
DynaWorks software développer

ISOLECTRA MARTIN

FRANCE

Manufacturer and Distributor of Magnetic Products and 
Components for Transformers

IVRY INTERCONNECT SERVICES

FRANCE

Electronic components

JV GROUP / MPRD

FRANCE

Studies and achievements of mechanical assemblies
 Precision engineering
 CU and NC machining - 3 to 5 axes, micromechanics, 
rectification
 Machining of all plastics and composite materials
 Sheet metal and sheet metal cutting aviation
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LATECIS

FRANCE

LATecis, engineering and services portal of Latecoere 
group, accompanies its customers in the deployment of 
their national and international projects, by ensuring: 
- the design, the calculation and the definition of industrial 
products (aircraft structure, systems installations, fitting-
outs...) 
- the design, the manufacturing and the maintenance of 
mechanical sets and subsets (assembly lines, tools, special 
machines...)

LECTRA

FRANCE

Lectra develops highly customized solutions for maintaining 
quality control at every stage, from 3D design and 
simulation to manufacturing, with a suite of complete 
material spreading and cutting solutions tailored to the 
needs of each market and industry

LEMO FRANCE

FRANCE

LEMO is the acknowledged leader in the design and 
manufacture of precision custom connection solutions

LGM GROUP

FRANCE

Innovative solutions in management and engineeri_ng 
solutions

LIEBHERR AEROSPACE TOULOUSE

FRANCE

Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS is one of Europe’s 
leading manufacturers of air systems for aircraft.

MATRA ELECTRONIQUE

FRANCE

conception and manufacture electronics cards

MECACHROME FRANCE

FRANCE

Mecachrome is a major player in the design, 
industrialization, machining and assembly of precision 
mechanical components, particularly made ��from light 
alloys and hard metals, and intended for aerospace 
applications, automobiles, energy, military and industrial 
applications.

MECANIQUE AERONAUTIQUE PYRENEENNE

FRANCE

Machining: miling, turning, adjusting grinding - sheet metal 
work, assembly

MESSIER BUGATTI-DOWTY

FRANCE

Landing gear Manufaturer for the Aerospace Industry

MICROTURBO

FRANCE

MICROTURBO was founded in 1961 and employs today 
600 people. MICROTURBO, a subsidiary of Turbomeca and 
a part of the SAFRAN Group of companies, is one of the 
world leaders in gas turbine applications, with electrical 
power up to 350 kW and thrust up to 600 
daN:·MICROTURBO is specialized in the design, 
development and production of turbojet engines for 
applications on missiles, target drones and remotely piloted 
vehicles (missiles Sea Eagle, Apache A, Storm Shadow / 
Scalp EG from MBDA, NSM from Kongsberg Defence & 
Aerospace, etc.),·MICROTURBO designs and 
manufactures a wide range of starters. Depending on 
aircraft architecture, power transfer can be either 
mechanical or pneumatic,·MICROTURBO designs and 
manufactures APUs which simultaneously supply electrical 
energy and an air bleed for the air conditioning system, 
both on the ground and in flight. They are integrated in a 
wide range of civil aircraft (Falcon, Bombardier water 
bomber CL415), military aircraft (Jaguar, Hawk, Rafale) or 
helicopters (Super Puma and NH90),Microturbo has 
officially launched last year a new generation of APU 
providing exclusively electrical power (the e-APU) which is 
dedicated to business jets aircraft family.·MICROTURBO 
products ground power units (GPUs), with a range of power 
from 20 kW to 150 kW (Armoured Fighting Vehicles, 
Ground Starters for airplanes, Smoke Generators, turbo 
pumps).For further information, you can visit the following 
web sites:·MICROTURBO : www.microtubo.fr
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MINITUBES

FRANCE

Custom manufacturing, metal precision tubing, tubular parts 
and precision tubular micro assemblies. Ø from 0,05 to 10 
mm. Various materials including Titanium T40

MISSLER SOFTWARE

FRANCE

Software

NEXEYA PRODUCTS

FRANCE

NEXEYA is a major industrial player mostly committed to 
Defence, Aerospace and Transport markets. NEXEYA 
combines the design,realization and support

NEXTER ELECTRONICS

FRANCE

Production of electronic equipment for long life in harsh 
environments. Specialization in safe ECUs and power 
distribution management

NICOMATIC

FRANCE

Electronic connectors

NIEF PLASTIC GROUP

FRANCE

Transformation of thermoplastic materials by injection and 
thermosetting materials by injection and compression. 
Insert Overmoulding. Dual material moulding. Machining. 
Tools for plastics

OPTIS

FRANCE

Optical & Lighting Simulation Software

PANHARD

FRANCE

Armoured vehicles manufacturer

PELI PRODUCTS FRANCE S.A.S

FRANCE

Technical packaging, design, manufacture, sales and 
aftersales of high technology plastic containers.

POLAMCO FRANCE

FRANCE

Manufacturer of backshells and connectors

PROCALY SAS

FRANCE

Wiring, cabling, and integration for electronics, electro 
technical products, mainly or Railways, Military, Aeronautic 
and Mining sector.

RENAULT TRUCKS DEFENSE

FRANCE

Armoured vehicles manufacturer

ROXEL FRANCE

FRANCE

ROXEL designs & manufactures a large range of rocket 
motors for tactical missiles

SABENA TECHNICS BOD

FRANCE

Global maintenance servics for the aerospace industry

SAGEM

FRANCE

Design, development and manufacture of equipment and 
systems incorporating the latest developments in avionics, 
inertial guidance, infrared optronics and image 
stabilization/processing

SAT THERMIQUE

FRANCE

Designer and manufacturer since 1953, the company SAT 
offers today 4 ranges of industrial machines to meet every 
industrial needs : industrial furnaces & ovens, industrial 
tunnels, heat treatment furnaces for light alloys, 
rotomoulding & slush-moulding plants. The company SAT 
has also developped a special range of ovens especially 
dedicated to aeronautical market for the thermal treatment 
of composite materials and also for thermal treatment of 
light alloys.
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SECTEUR PRODUCTIQUE

FRANCE

Industrial plant design and reorganization.
Our Job: ENGINEERING / EXPERTISE
(Lean manufacturing, Process, Supply Chain).
Our know-how: Feasability / Design / Re-organization.
- Process program (manufacturing, assembly),
- Bulding program,
- Master plan,
- Industrial logistic,
- Characterization and dimensioning of factory, workshop, 
tools and handling facilities,
- Layout and 3D animation,
- Industrial transfert.

Secteur Productique eliminates wastes and anticipates 
production reorganization and information tools to meet 
increased orders.
Secteur Productique establishes Lean Manufacturing 
methods:
- Reduce production cycle,
- Reduce workpackage unit costs,
- Control risk,
- Improve logistic flow,
- Adapt handling,
- Propose innovative processes,
- Optimise workstation organization.

SERMA INGENIERIE

FRANCE

Customized solutions covering the design, development, 
and production of embedded electronic systems 
(calculators) whether on site or through services.

SERTA AEROSPACE & DEFENCE

FRANCE

Engineering, design, industrialization and manufacturing of 
parts and aeronautical structures, assembly and integration 
of mechanical and composite subcomponents.

SITRE

FRANCE

Real time embarked system

SNECMA

FRANCE

Engines manufacturer

SNECMA SERVICES

FRANCE

Maintenance

SOFOP SA

FRANCE

Precision mechanics

SOTIP

FRANCE

Fine sheet metal working company

SPI AERO

FRANCE

CND - Surface treatment

SYMBIOFCELL

FRANCE

SymbioFCell SAS has been founded to propose a new and 
more effective approach to Fuel Cell Systems for embarked 
applications

THALES MICROELECTRONICS

FRANCE

Integrator and manufacturer of micro electronic equipment

THALES SYSTEMES AEROPORTES

FRANCE

Electronic warfare systems, airborne radars, missile 
electronics, mission computers, embedded logiciles and 
means of validation related to aircraft.
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THALES UNDERWATER SYSTEMS SAS

FRANCE

Thales Underwater Systems is the major supplier of sonar 
and allied systems to Naval Forces worldwide. 
In addition to its three domestic customers, TUS has an 
international customer base of about 40 nations. 
The company is the only Sonar system supplier which 
provides a complete range of systems : 
- for Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW) and Mine Warfare, 
- for use by all platforms : nuclear and conventional 
submarines, Surface ships, fixed-winged aircraft and 
helicopters, Minehunters and Unmanned Underwater 
Vehicles. 
In addition, Thales Underwater Systems supplies Torpedo 
homing heads and Ports Security systems. 
These products are backed by a comprehensive range of 
Customer Support products and services.

THERMI LYON

FRANCE

High level of technical and industrial service for the 
treatment of high stress technical parts, both critical and 
vital for safety.

TRESCAL SA

FRANCE

Trescal is a truly global specialist in calibration and 
measurement service solutions for the industry.
Metrology services include calibration, maintenance and 
repair of test and measurement equipment. Trescal also 
offer customised calibration management software 
solutions, metrology and technical support, and training.

TURBOMECA

FRANCE

Turbomeca is a world leader in the market for civil and 
parapublic helicopters (EMS, police, etc.) and holds a 
predominant position in the market for military helicopters. 
Turbomeca offers the largest engine power range, from 450 
to 3,000 shp, and powers the most famous names in the 
helicopter manufacturing industry

VENTANA AEROSPACE

FRANCE

Castings, high precision & complex mechanical parts, 
precision sheet metal cutting, mechanical welding, three-
dimensional measurement specialist

VODEA

FRANCE

Since 2003, Vodéa has been recognized for the high quality 
video products to optimize image processing chain in 
embedded systems:
Mission monitoring (observation, intelligence).
Surveillance and security.
Qualification Systems (Flight Test). 

Vodéa is specialized in the design of:
Video encoding Mpeg2 or Mpeg4 AVC/H264
High resolution capturing and processing 1080p or 720p 
standard at 60 Frames/s
Interoperability Stanag 4609 and video over IP
Time code and metadatas synchronized within TS stream

After completion of the video over IP system for the “Rafale” 
Aircraft, the STANAG 4609 multiplexer for UAV, the micro-
cartridge recorder for the cinema, Vodéa propose Fusion 
H264 product (high definition video encoding) for your new 
video camera inside aircraft or rail.

ZHENDRE

FRANCE

Air conditioning and the refrigeration for extreme conditions

ZODIAC AEROSPACE

FRANCE

Aircraft systems - cabin interiors - aerosafety & technology

RENK AG

GERMANY

Foundry - mecahnical parts

ROLLS-ROYCE GMBH

GERMANY

Engines manufacturer

STEINBACH AG

GERMANY

Thermic and accoustic materials for armoured vehicles
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BHE BONN HUNGARY ELECTRONICS LTD

HUNGARY

R&D and manufacturing RF & microwave components, 
subsystems and instruments for aerospace and defense 
applications

BORSODI MÜHELY LTD

HUNGARY

Machining and assembling of individual high precision 
machine, spare parts and units, complex service from the 
designing through machining, heat treatment to the 
accredited measuring

DENDRIT KFT

HUNGARY

CNC machining (grinding, turning milling), tool design, 
engineering activities

GRAVITÁS 2000 LTD

HUNGARY

Precision part and tool manufacturing for medical, 
energetic, aerospace industry

HUNGARIAN INVESMENT AND TRADE AGENCY - HITA

HUNGARY

Governmental agency for the promotion of investment and 
business opportunities. HITA can help foreign companies to 
find industrial partners or suppliers in all industrial sectors 
and can help in the realization of investment projects in 
Hungary (Delegation of 10 companies)

MACHER ENGINEERING & ELECTRONICS LTD

HUNGARY

Cable confectionning, electronical development, 
electromechanical assembly

MAGYARMET INVESTMENT CASTING

HUNGARY

Investment casting, machining

REA-TECH ENGINEERING & ARCHITECT LTD

HUNGARY

Research & Development (air transportation systems, 
instruments, aircrafts)

JK ORGANISATION

INDIA

Avionics, Night vision, Rubber and composites, Laminates

ISRAEL AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES

ISRAEL

Israel Aerospace Industries is globally recognized as a 
leader in developing military and commercial aerospace 
technology

AIAD

ITALY

Italian Aerospace & Defence  Association (Delegation of 10 
companies)

BONETTI AIRCRAFT SUPPORT SPA

ITALY

Aerospace components

AEROEXPO MARRAKECH

MOROCCO

Morocco Airshow

GIMAS

MOROCCO

Moroccan Aerospace Association

KONGSBERG DEFENCE & AEROSPACE AS

NORWAY

Kongsberg Defence Systems is Norway's premier supplier 
of defence and aerospace-related systems

ASTROSOFT
RUSSIA

DAT-CON DOO

SLOVENIA

Measurement equipment & surveillance equipment

GUARDIARIS/ZOOTFLY D.O.O.

SLOVENIA

Trainer & simulator (Military vehicles, weapon systems, 
oberver systems)

GOIS SLOVENIAN DEFENCE INDUSTRY CLUSTER

SLOVÉNIA

Slovenian Defence Industry Cluster (Delegation 5 
companies)

P TEAM D.O.O.

SLOVÉNIA

Equipment for connecting or lifting loads
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AIRBUS MILITARY - AN EADS COMPANY

SPAIN

Military aircrafts manufacturer

EXTENDA - TRADE PROMOTION AGENCY OF 
ANDALUCIA

SPAIN

Promotion agency for Andalusia (Delegation of 10 
companies)

HEGAN - BASQUE AEROSPACE CLUSTER

SPAIN

Aerospace cluster of Basque Country

INSYTE SA

SPAIN

Assemblies of PCB's, design, mechanical design, wiring, 
racks and sub-racks

SOFITEC

SPAIN

Composites Part Manufacturer or the Aerospace Industry

HONEYWELL

SWITZERLAND

Integrated defense solutions

JEAN GALLAY SA

SWITZERLAND

Jean Gallay S.A. is a specialist in the machining, forming, 
welding, plasma-coating and heat-treatment of super-alloy 
components for use in extreme operating conditions

AGENCE DE PROMOTION DE L'INVESTISSEMENT 
EXTERIEUR APIE-FIPA TUNISIE

TUNISIA

The Agency for the Promotion of Industry and Innovation is 
a public establishment, which is responsible for the 
implementation of the Government’s policies relative to the 
promotion of the industrial sector. API provides a support 
structure for companies and promoters

ANTONOV

UKRAINE

Aircraft manufacturer

AB ELEKTRONIK SENSOR DIVISION - TT 
ELECTRONICS GROUP

UNITED KINGDOM

TT electronics plc is a focused, global electronics group 
supplying leading manufacturers in the defence, aerospace, 
medical, transportation and industrial markets

ADS GROUP LIMITED

UNITED KINGDOM

UK AeroSpace, Defence & Security Industries association 
(Delegation of 10 companies)

MAYCAST-NOKES PRECISION ENGINEERING LTD

UNITED KINGDOM

Maycast-Nokes manufacture aluminium castings by 
investment/lost wax casting, precision sand casting
and gravity die casting as well as steel castings by 
investment/lost wax casting

AIA

USA

US aerospace association

AMERICAN BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT GROUP

USA

ABDG is a full-service business development, sales and 
marketing, and legislative consulting firm representing over 
60 programs throughout the US defense and homeland 
security market.

BOEING DEFENSE SPACE AND SECURITY

USA

Boeing Defense, Space & Security combines manned and 
unmanned airborne capabilities, intelligence and security 
systems, communications architectures and extensive large-
scale integration expertise across several diverse business 
areas.
This business includes tactical and airlift aircraft, missiles, 
unmanned airborne systems, and surveillance and 
engagement programs.


